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Abstract
The flow of foreign aid to developing countries has a long-standing history taking place largely through private ventures, missionary activities, and migration. However, many researchers agree that foreign aid as an institution began in the late 1940s, particularly with the 1947 Marshall Plan, which aimed at the reconstruction of European economies devastated by World War II. And almost immediately, attention was paid to the impact of large amounts of aid on the behaviour and attitudes of recipient governments.
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Introduction
Ethiopia has been one of the major recipients of foreign aid in recent times. However, the history of foreign aid in the country dates, just as in most of African countries, as far back to the immediate post-World War II period. According to Jifar [1], the inflow of external loans and grants to Ethiopia started in the early 1950s. During the three consecutive Five-year Plan periods (1957-1973), 25% of the required total investment was covered by official aid [1]. It is often argued that the direction of foreign aid was characterized by negligible long-run objectives as it was subjected to infrastructural development compared to direct investment activities on agricultural and industrial sectors. Likewise, during the post-revolution period, i.e. after 1974, 37% of the total annual budget of 1979-83 was financed by foreign aid [1]. However, following the end of the Cold War, and the political transformations in the country as a result of the downfall of the military regime by the Ethiopian Peoples’ Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF), the concern for foreign aid to Ethiopia has been revitalized. For this reason, the flow of aid to the country has been increasing steadily in the post-1991 period. This study investigates the role of foreign aid in democratization process in the country in the post-1991 period.

Theories of Foreign Aid
There are different foreign aid theories that are used by different aid practitioners to explain issues within the domain of development assistance. Currently, there is a higher tendency among scholars to construct theories of foreign aid in terms of some basic paradigms concerned with relations among states. Accordingly, these scholars attempt to understand external assistance in light of international relations (IR) theories; realist paradigm (foreign aid as an instrument of enhancing national power and security of the donor country, for example, through reducing the temptations and threats of communism or terrorism), idealist paradigm (foreign aid as a humanitarian motive and as a source of co-operation between donors and recipients), Marxist paradigm (foreign aid as a means of advancing capitalist exploitation and widening economic disparities between wealthy industrial nations and poor Third-World countries, now designated as developing countries), and constructivist paradigm (foreign aid as a reflection of morality) [2-6]. The overall role and relevance in the aid regime of each one of these theories is explained (having reference to the assumptions and conceptions of the above scholars) a little bit in detail as follows.

Interpreted through the realist lenses, aid programmes of donor countries are assumed to be driven by donors’ national-interest motivations, which are both political and economic [5,6]. The basic reason for this is that so long as states fear and suspect each other in an international system, which is full of anarchy and danger, they want to maximize their power, security, and well-being (as was evident during the Cold War era in which donor countries and agencies that belonged to either of the two super powers supported poor Third-World countries on the basis of the latter’s allegiance in the bi-polar world). However, with the end of the Cold War super-power political confrontations between the U.S. and the former Soviet Union, “the political rationale for aid lost its meaning and most donors cut their aid budgets” [5,6]. Security as a motivation for external assistance programmes re-emerged with greater energy and intensity following the Pentagon attacks by terrorists as of September 2001[5,6]. The two variants of realism school of thought, classical-realism and neo-realism - which have different conceptions of what security, power, and international system entail [3] are often used to view the rationales behind the aid regime. Accordingly, classical realists argue that donors design and implement aid programmes thereby initially considering the political, military, and strategic importance of recipient states [3]. Whereas, neo-realists consider the economic dimension of national security, with the recipient country’s economic potential providing momentum for aid priorities [3].

Idealists (or liberal internationalists), who argue that human behaviour is inherently good, posit that aid programmes are shaped by optimistic and non-material motivations and desires, such as altruism and moral and/or humanitarian obligations [3]. In this regard, foreign aid is viewed as “an instrument or (a) reflection of the tendency of states to cooperate in addressing problems of interdependence and globalization” [5]. Therefore, on the back of these moral and/or humanitarian motives, an ever increasing amount of aid is believed to have been channelled mainly from the West to the rest through international institutions (notably the IMF and the WB) with the goals of solving the world’s daunting challenges, like infectious diseases, environmental degradation, poverty, hunger, and the like [5] Marxist-Leninist assumptions and arguments about the role of economic wealth in enhancing the political power of elites in industrialized, as well as, Least Developed Countries (LDCs) underlie the third major
theoretical perspective applied to the analysis and critique of foreign aid programmes [2]. Accordingly, economic and commercial motives are central to aid donor motives [3]. Thus, development assistance is provided based on the premise that capitalist exploitation enhances the power and prestige of developed and industrialized countries at the very cost of developing ones, i.e. while the West flourishes, the rest impoverishes [3]. Therefore, sometimes referred to as a ‘structuralist perspective’, Marxism carries with it “the argument that foreign aid functions to preserve or widen economic disparities between wealthy donor states and less developed recipients” [2]. Foreign aid has also been viewed and judged in light of constructivist thinking. Constructivists, who “often point to the increased legitimacy and enhanced enforcement mechanisms of international law, as well as government’s attempts to pay at least rhetorical attention to human rights” [4], argue that aid programmes of donor countries and agencies are designed and implemented not for the sake of maximizing power and security of donor countries or not for necessarily enhancing co-operations between donors and recipients, but for the sake of moral imperatives (i.e. aid as an expression of the norm in which powerful and rich countries provide assistances to poor countries to help the latter better the living standards and the quality of lives of their peoples [5]. Thus, humanitarian concerns in the donor countries are assumed to be the main bedrocks of support for aid to the developing world [5].

According to Lancaster [4], “none of these theories of international relations explain(s) adequately the complexities of aid’s (goals) and all of them together lack one important element: the impact of domestic politics on aid-giving”. However, it is important to note that some kind of alchemies exist among these theories when seen in terms of their relevance to donors and recipients. In this regard, realist and Marxist theories appear to be donor-oriented and satisfy their motives, while the idealist and constructivist thinking seem to be recipient-oriented and intended to serve their aspirations. Of all these theories, realism appears to me much more influential in explaining the aid regime in the today’s world. Because, donors (with their foreign policy objectives conditioning their behaviours and actions across the world) support developing countries in an effort to end chaos, civil war, political instability, drought, famine, poverty, ethnic strife, and the like in the latter. However, donors’ ultimate goal is to defend threats to their security and national interests. Therefore, apart from their economic and commercial interests, donors seem to be basically interested in the stability of aid-recipient countries given the basic assumption that “hunger breeds discontent, and discontent breeds instability” [7], no matter whether there exist stable dictatorial rules in these countries. For this reason, the study mainly takes into account realist paradigm claiming that it best explains the aid regime.

The Politics of Foreign Aid

Throughout its history, foreign aid has been meant to provide worldwide development assistance that is assumed to lie at the heart of moral imperatives - donors’ moral obligation to better the living condition of the poor in the developing world. Against this rule, however, the aid regime and its transformations cannot be seen in isolation of issues that fall under the headline of politics - power, security, ideology, foreign policy, national interest, and the like. Thus, “who uses aid, and for what?” is the crucial political question in foreign aid [8].

Montgomery [9], on the other hand, shortly summarizes foreign aid as “a political force abroad and a political issue at home, irrespective of its successes and failures”. For this reason, “its purposes and its achievements, its origins and its operations, its giving and its receiving, all involve conflicts of ideology and power” [9]. This is particularly important in the realist account, which states that sovereign states behave in a way pursuing their national interests in an international system, which is full of anarchy and danger [9]. In fact, when official foreign aid came into being in the late 1940s, it was necessitated mainly by two political factors: “U.S. fear of communist expansionism and European imperial politics” [10]. The proliferation of intractable challenges (notably terrorism) that have put the security and well-being of sovereign states (mainly of rich industrial nations) into a bigger question - especially following the end of Cold War - coupled with the 9/11 Pentagon attack, donors, particularly Western countries, find it necessary to ensure their security and well-being by diffusing democratization worldwide under the prescriptions of neo-liberalism [11]. Thus, politics, which is a primarily domestic factor both in the donor and recipient states, influences the conditions through which foreign aid programs are administered.

Donors’ shift of emphasis in the late 20th century: A look at the why and how of democracy assistance to developing countries

For years, intense debates have been surfaced by scholars across the globe as to whether the poor has to choose between economic opportunities and political rights, i.e. whether democratization has to be deferred until national development objectives are met [12]. The issue of which of these should come first has been a major challenge for scholars in the field. Those, who put democracy before development, argue that poor countries can achieve an all-round development if and only if they go through democratization process first. They mention some instances of countries that achieved their development goal having first engaged in democratization process. And, those who stress development as a precondition for democracy argue that poor countries should have to wait for democracy until they achieve their overall development. In fact, the experience of some Asian countries (notably South Korea and China) is presented as a justification for this argument. However, since the 1990s, a new consensus began to emerge that emphasized expanding and deepening democratic governance not only as an end in itself but also as a key element of supporting development [12]. The attention of most Western policy-makers to the nature of political regimes in the developing countries is of relatively recent origin [13]. During the Cold War era, emphasis was not given to help developing countries to solve their wide range problems. As a result of Cold War power politics, Western industrial nations turned a blind eye and a deaf ear to the political repressions and violations of the fundamental rights and freedoms of people in the countries that belonged to the former Soviet Union’s sphere of influence. As a matter of fact, the attitude of governments and donor agencies (that belonged to either of the two super powers) towards developing countries was conditioned by the position of the latter in the bi-polar Cold War world. This was manifested, for instance, in the long-term affiliation of the West to Mobutu’s Zaïre, and the superpowers’ shift of allegiance between Mengistu’s Ethiopia and Siad Barre’s Somalia in 1977 without any concern for these countries’ domestic realities [13]. The end of the Cold War, heralded by the fall of the Iron Curtain or “Berlin Wall” in 1989, bolstered an optimistic avenue for waves of political transformations, especially across the territories of the former socialist-bloc countries [14]. The triumph of capitalism over socialism has, indeed, paved a fertile ground for the expansion of democratic institutions in the newly liberated Asian, Latin American, and African countries (these institutions include like, for example, political parties, the media, and civic organizations that have received massive assistance particularly from Western industrial nations) [14]. As a
result, democracy assistance has been institutionalized after the issue of “good governance” was initiated in the late 1980s by the World Bank as a new look in the development agenda. Hence, the 1990s heralded the emergence of the promotion of democracy4 both as an objective of and a condition for development co-operation, with significant aid funds now allocated to it by bilateral and multilateral donor agencies [15]. Apart from the end of the Cold War power politics, there are some reasons for this fundamental shift of emphasis to Democracy assistance as a major innovation in the global aid regime. One basic reason is ascribed to the ineffectiveness of economic and market-oriented stabilization programmes of the late 1970s and of structural adjustment programmes (SAPs) that were vigorously propagated in the 1980s, especially through the economic orthodoxy of “Washington Consensus” with its policy prescriptions, including free trade, fiscal restraint, prudent macroeconomic management, deregulation, and privatization [16]. In addition, the early global neo-liberal agenda “hardly cared about a country’s political system, its type of government, or the participation of its citizens” [17]. Consequently, the World Bank concluded, in its 1989 Report, that the cause for disappointing results of SAPs was lack of the practice of democratic culture in the developing countries. Secondly, democracy assistance is considered as an instrument to satisfy donors’ motivations and interests, including foreign policy, security, geopolitical, humanitarian, diplomatic, and economic goals [11]. Thus, it seems highly likely reasonable to believe that donors, particularly Western industrial nations (with national interests in their backside), have supported democratization efforts in the developing world being confident that democracy, as a system of governance, provides more benefits than authoritarianism [2]. Democracy assistance (through creating effective public institutions dealing with the poor and poverty) also contributes a lot in poverty alleviation, which has been revitalized following the establishment of the United Nations’ Millennium Declaration, the Monterey Consensus, and the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). According to Demmers et al. [17], democracy assistance has the instrumental role in poverty alleviation that is basically underscored in the Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (part of the programme for debt reduction of Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC)) that have been propagated by the WB and the IMF from 1999 onwards.

Generally speaking, it has increasingly become compelling for Western donors to diffuse democratization worldwide within the context of neo-liberalism, especially in the today’s world facing a multitude of problems that are basically exacerbated by technological advancement- including terrorism, piracy, criminal networks, civil war, and instabilities - that have put the security and well-being of nation sates in a bigger question. And this signals the very idea that global neo-liberalism could only successfully proceed in a sound and robust environment. And this signals the very idea that in order to achieve democracy assistance as a major innovation in the global aid regime. One basic reason is ascribed to the ineffectiveness of economic and market-oriented stabilization programmes of the late 1970s and of structural adjustment programmes (SAPs) that were vigorously propagated in the 1980s, especially through the economic orthodoxy of “Washington Consensus” with its policy prescriptions, including free trade, fiscal restraint, prudent macroeconomic management, deregulation, and privatization [16]. In addition, the early global neo-liberal agenda “hardly cared about a country’s political system, its type of government, or the participation of its citizens” [17]. Consequently, the World Bank concluded, in its 1989 Report, that the cause for disappointing results of SAPs was lack of the practice of democratic culture in the developing countries. Secondly, democracy assistance is considered as an instrument to satisfy donors’ motivations and interests, including foreign policy, security, geopolitical, humanitarian, diplomatic, and economic goals [11]. Thus, it seems highly likely reasonable to believe that donors, particularly Western industrial nations (with national interests in their backside), have supported democratization efforts in the developing world being confident that democracy, as a system of governance, provides more benefits than authoritarianism [2]. Democracy assistance (through creating effective public institutions dealing with the poor and poverty) also contributes a lot in poverty alleviation, which has been revitalized following the establishment of the United Nations’ Millennium Declaration, the Monterey Consensus, and the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). According to Demmers et al. [17], democracy assistance has the instrumental role in poverty alleviation that is basically underscored in the Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (part of the programme for debt reduction of Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC)) that have been propagated by the WB and the IMF from 1999 onwards.

Generally speaking, it has increasingly become compelling for Western donors to diffuse democratization worldwide within the context of neo-liberalism, especially in the today’s world facing a multitude of problems that are basically exacerbated by technological advancement- including terrorism, piracy, criminal networks, civil war, and instabilities - that have put the security and well-being of nation sates in a bigger question. And this signals the very idea that global neo-liberalism could only successfully proceed in a sound and effective democratic environment.

An Overview of Foreign Aid in Ethiopia

Ethiopia is an aid-dependent5 country situated in the Horn of Africa region. The history of foreign aid in the country is slightly similar to that of the history of international aid, which began in 1947 when the Marshall Plan was used to reconstitute war-torn economies of Europe. Ethiopia is known to have started receiving foreign aid, in its official form, in 1950 [18] when it was, for example, a recipient of the first World Bank assistance to Africa. However, the nature of aid given to the country was not initially “civilized, permanent, well organized, and wider in scope” like the nature of aid we experience today [18]. In addition to being utilized for war and humanitarian crises, aid was given basically in response to Haile Selassie’s government quest for restoration and consolidation of the Ethiopian state, which was ruined by the five years of Italian invasion [18]. Furtado and Smith [19] pointed out that when Ethiopia first entered into relations with donors in the 1950s, it did so as a sovereign state-one that had been established, in varying forms, for several hundred years with its own domestic governance structures. In this respect it was quite unlike most other aid-recipient countries, which began receiving aid upon independence in the mid-1960s, in a context of weak domestic policy-setting structures, and almost as an extension of colonial/mother–country relations. Because Ethiopia has been jealous of its sovereignty, it is true that its relations with donors have been conditioned by its own crises situations and by the nature of international political landscape and of strategic interest and ideology of great powers. Accordingly, during the later years of Haile Selassie’s reign, aid given to Ethiopia was slowly increasing as the West was building up good relations with the country; the latter was not ideologically hostile to the former. These relations were intensified after Ethiopia was found to be strategically important for the West (especially for the U.S., which established Kagnew Station in Asmara for the sake of protecting its own interest over the Horn of Africa region, especially around the coastal areas) [20]. In fact, the nature of aid given to the country was basically used for infrastructural development and for the restoration and consolidation of the then government [18]. Later on, humanitarian assistance was given to rehabilitate the 1973/74 famine, which is known to have claimed the lives of so many Ethiopians. For reason of ideology6 and poor human rights records, aid given to Ethiopia during the military regime was basically confined to humanitarian and relief purposes. For instance, the U.S. officially withdrew its voluminous support to Ethiopia in 1977 on account of the former Soviet Union’s establishment of officially declared relations with Ethiopia [20]. After the EPRDF assumed political power in 1991, donors’ relations with the country (which were suspended during the military regime for the above reasons) were renewed with greater energy and intensity. Accordingly, the scope of foreign aid has been getting wider and new emphasis has been given to other areas, especially to democracy, within the wider development agenda. Generally, donor partners to Ethiopia and the amount and type of aid that the country has received have been in the state of fluctuation with the passage of time. This was because these relations were not of reflections of historical ties that are currently maintained by other poor aid-recipient countries, which were formerly under the yoke of colonization by the imperial powers [19]. The basic reason for why Ethiopia receives development assistance is that the country is among the poorest countries in the world, ranked, for instance, on the 2007 United Nations’ Human Development Index, 171st out of 182 countries. This implies that Ethiopia receives external assistance since it qualifies for the Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) designation. For this reason, of the different forms of aid that the country has received so far, humanitarian assistance has been the predominant one [21]. The country receives this form of aid, especially at times of natural calamity (for instance, drought and famine that seriously ravaged the country in the 1970s and 1980s and left many Ethiopians starved and even dead out of food shortage). In addition, this type of aid goes to rehabilitate the country after crises and political turmoil (for example, during the 1974 fundamental revolution and devastating wars between the Derg and the rebel fighters and, later between Ethiopia and Eritrea between 1998 and 2000) [18]. In fact, it is hard to speak with certainty “how much aid Ethiopia receives because, as in many developing countries, much financing is provided outside of official government channels” [19]. The overall ODA inflow to Ethiopia has been increasing steadily from the 1960s onwards. With the turn of the twenty first century, the overall aid inflow to the country has...
risen up (this move has been particularly stimulated by the country’s commitment to end poverty, which is geared towards the achievement of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs)) [17]. However, Dessalegn et al. [22] argue that assistance to democratization in the country is negligible and has been getting smaller especially since the mid-1990s. One basic reason for this problem is that donors have the usual practice to reinstate their direct budget support and rely on overall development activities when they encounter unconvincing democratic governance trends (as was evident in the post-2005 national elections popular unrest) [21].

The following figures show an overall picture of the evolution of Official Development Assistance that Ethiopia received in the period between 1960-2003, and 2004-2008 (Figure 1). As can be shown in the above figure, the average flow of aid from 1960 to 2003 was increasing with minor and major fluctuations before and after 1985, respectively. The aid picture captured the highest figures in the early 1990s, i.e. when the conflict between the military regime and rebel fighters was over. Increased trend in aid flow terminated in the mid-1990s and reached its trough during the Ethio-Eritrean wars, i.e. from 1998 to 2000. However, once the war was over, aid had started to increase rapidly and reached its peak in 2003. Generally, the volume of aid inflow to Ethiopia was very massive especially since the late 1980s, i.e. when the Derg era was getting over (Figure 2). As can be shown in the above figure, net ODA inflow to Ethiopia from 2004 to 2006 was almost stagnant. However, after 2006, it increased very rapidly and reached its peak (beyond US $ 3000 million) in 2008. In fact, bilateral donors’ (DAC member countries) [23] contributions exceeded that of multilaterals’ followed by assistance from non-DAC member bilateral donor countries. Multilateral and DAC member bilateral donor countries had inverse relations from 2004 to 2008 and intersected each other slightly in 2007, with the latter providing the highest volume of assistance before and after 2007. Generally speaking, donors’ policy toward Ethiopia is shaped by some factors, including the level of the country’s poverty, with a significant number of people struggling to feed themselves year after year, the strategic position of the country as a peaceful and stable state in the Horn of Africa (which makes the country a key ally of the West in this region, which has experienced intractable challenges, including conflicts, poverty, humanitarian and other shocks), and “the genuine, if exaggerated, progress” that Ethiopia has made to reduce poverty and accelerate economic development [24].

A Primer on Ethiopia’s Institutional and Policy Setting

After the Derg, Ethiopia has adopted a parliamentary system of government and a federal state structure through which nine constitutionally autonomous regional states and two city administrations (Dire Dawa and Addis Ababa) were created. As enshrined under the 1995 FDRE constitution, there is a doctrine of separation of powers and check and balance horizontally between the three organs of government, namely the legislative, the executive, and the judiciary and separation of powers vertically between the federal government and the regional governments. At the federal level, the legislative body reflects a bi-cameral parliament, which is the locus of power in a parliamentary system, consisting of the House of Federation and the House of Peoples’ Representatives. The power of designing the overall policies and strategies of the country is entrusted to the House of Peoples’ Representatives. However, there are arguments that ran into and against issues of institutional autonomy and popular sovereignty and their ramifications for laws, rules, and regulations governing government-people relations in the country.

It is hard to deny that the culture of democracy has been, more or less, practiced in Ethiopia mainly in the post-1991 period. However, what makes democratization process in the country debatable is whether it has reached to the level expected by the Ethiopian people taking into consideration domestic realities (for example, popular awareness and economic strength) and transformations and speeds of change worldwide. Some people argue that democracy, which must be seen as a process, has been so far getting improved in the country; it is, therefore, a step in the right direction [25]. This does not mean, however, that there are no challenges to it, including lack of the culture of political tolerance, democratic governance, popular awareness, and the prevalence of poverty and the like [25]. Still, some others argue that the current government has to be praised since it has rescued the country from the military regime’s 17 years of traumatic and atrocious rule. Further, the government has brought to the Ethiopian peoples about relative peace and stability, and has ensured a constitutional and democratic system through which each nation has enjoyed its right to self-administration up to secession, use its own language, use and develop its own culture and so forth [18,25]. Nevertheless, when asked to reply me whether there exists institutional autonomy in the country thereby taking the National Electoral Board as a case in point, the Board’s Public Relations Officer, Yissma Jirru, stated that the institution is an independent, impartial, and constitutional body “absolutely” free from interventions from anybody including the government. If it is, indeed, independent, does not the role of the
Prime Minister in the appointment of Board members (as is stipulated under Art. 102 (2) of FDRE constitution) contravene with the Board’s autonomy and politicize its status? I inquired. Yisissa’s reply was that the fact that the Prime Minister nominates Board members does not affect the Board’s autonomy basically because clear discussions are held by different bodies, including opposition parties, regarding the competency and non-partisanship of these candidates before their final appointment by the House of Peoples’ Representatives (HPR).

On the other hand, institutions like the police, the army, the state media, security institutions, the bureaucracy and capacity building, and the judicial sector (which are powerful instruments and arms of the government) are criticized of being “mere instruments” of the ruling party serving its interests [26]. Appreciating that the government’s establishment of constitutional system and a culture of multiparty democracy as a welcome initiative, the USAID’s Democracy and Governance Senior Advisor, Awetu Simesso [27], argues that one fundamental guidelines and principles enshrined under the constitution are too far from implementation. The major challenge is lack of institutional autonomy and of separation of powers and checks and balances between and among core government organs; the judiciary is not still independent, the executive is not subordinate to the parliament and dominates everything in the state [27]. Moreover, “the state and the ruling party have become fused (so that) the interests of the government and the EPRDF have become virtually inseparable” [24].

The main cause of these problems is that the incumbent government, “which has increasingly reverted to (autocratic rule especially) since the 2005 national elections”, lacks a political will or commitment to allow meaningful democracy to be maturing in the country, except for practicing pseudo-democracy [28]. The Ethiopian government holds that rules, laws, and regulations of the country are usually designed thereby primarily taking into consideration the interest of the citizenry. So, the government stresses that rules and regulations are strong in regulating or governing government-people relations in the country. And, in the government’s opinion, those who label the regime as a “pseudo-democrat”, “repressive” and the like are “anti-development”, “anti-peace”, “terrorists” and the like [28]. This, author believes, reflects the fundamental factor in the problem of lack of clear communication affecting government-people relations, which, in turn, questions the acceptability of the country’s laws, rules, and regulations. For this reason, the Parliament (which is supposed to reflect the interests of the Ethiopian peoples) is not, arguably, entirely autonomous. It formulates laws, rules, and regulations having first received the executive’s free will. Any law or proclamation enacted with actual or perceived intervention by the executive or other bodies usually skews in favour of the interest of governing elites other than the people whom policy decision-making and implementation processes affect. Author argue that any law that does not reflect the interest of people cannot be legitimate and relevant by any standard. However, as critics view it, enacting laws or proclamations to serve as a legal weapon in suppressing the citizens is disappointing [26,29,30]. For some, the NGOs law and the anti-terrorism law, which were enacted in 2009, are used to stifle both actual and potential threats to the government’s power survival. In the name of these laws, the government is violating the human and democratic rights of the Ethiopian peoples by jailing and arresting people who are found in the government’s “annals of terrorists” and restricting the activities of NGOs operating in the country [26,29,30].

The implications of weak rules and regulations governing government-people relations in the country are obvious. First, it violates the principle of accountability and transparency. This, in turn, leads to governance problems, especially to the widespread of corruption, which has now become a very sensitive issue in the country (in fact, government officials are increasingly becoming corrupt and the government, accepting that such a dangerous problem exists, is engaged in firing up officials on account of their corrupt behaviours and actions - currently, we were told that some high ranking government officials, especially in the Ethiopia’s Revenue and Customs Authority, fired up from their power and, even sent to jail, on account of corruption [33]. It is also remembered that the former Prime Minister, once upon a time, dubbed corrupt officials “state thieves”). The opposition parties, while acknowledging that such problem exists, are not wholly satisfied with the measures being taken since these measures basically “target the small fishes while the big fishes continue to swim” [26]. All this has a significant impact on the flow and use of aid money in the country. Because, in a system where corruption is rampant, it is hard to think that democracy assistance could fully achieve its intended purposes. In addition, it is argued that “the disappointing results of international democratization efforts (including democracy assistance programmes are often) attributed to domestic conditions (or structural impediments) that make it difficult for democracy to be established or survive” [34].

The Role of Foreign Aid in Strengthening Democratic Institutions

Donors’ strategy toward Ethiopia, which was tightly controlled during the military regime, has relatively enjoyed warm reception ever since EPRDF’s ascendance to the political power in 1991 [18].
However, the volume and scope of democracy assistance, compared with other forms of assistance, is believed to have been insignificant in the post-1991 period.

According to Dessalegn et al. [22], it is difficult to get aggregate figures on democracy assistance to Ethiopia and “distinguish (with certainty) what has gone to governance programmes and what to non-governance programmes”. One basic reason, the authors argue, is that assistance to this area is widely channeled through NGOs or civil society organizations in general. Secondly, donors give very little attention to this area and this is reflected when they shift their concern and support from this area to other development and humanitarian issues, particularly in crises situations. For instance, following the 2005 political turmoil, “the World Bank and donor partners in the Development Assistance Group (DAG), a consortium of all major donors to Ethiopia, suspended direct budget support to the Ethiopian government [24]” in favour of Protection for Basic Services (PBS) assistance to five sectors, roads, health, education, water, and agricultural extension [24]. The reason for this basic shift of emphasis is associated with the post-election violence and public unrest that was embarrassing for many donors. Currently, a more formal and institutionalized democracy assistance is provided by DIP. Thirteen donors that provide assistance, through DIP, to key democratic institutions in the country include Austria Development Cooperation, Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), Denmark, Irish Aid, Italian Cooperation, Netherlands, Norway, Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights, Swedish International Development Cooperation (SIDA), Department for International Development (DFID), United States Agency for International Development (USAID), United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), and the European Union (DAG, n.d). And, the democratic institutions supported by DIP include the Ethiopian Human Rights Commission (EHRC), the National Electoral Board of Ethiopia (NEBE), the Ethiopian Institute of Ombudsman (EIO), the Federal Ethics and Anti-Corruption Commission (FEACC), House of People’s Representatives (HPR) and Regional State Councils (RSCs), House of Federation and SNNPR Regional Council of Nationalities, and the Office of Auditors General and Regional Offices of Auditors General [35]. Through enhancing the capacity of these institutions to be effective, efficient and responsive in promoting and protecting the rights of citizens and through empowering citizens to be active and effective participants in the democratic process, DIP is striving to promote human rights and democracy in Ethiopia (DAG, n.d). Most importantly, as a leading UN agency for promoting democratic governance, UNDP is playing a significant role “towards the achievement of Millennium Declaration principles and deepening democracy in the country through a number of programmes and projects which support capacity development of these democratic institutions (UNDP, n.d). These programmes and projects are implemented within the context of the UN-wide Good Governance Programme as stipulated in the United Nations Development Assistance Framework (UNDAF), which emphasizes the principles of promoting good governance that are underscored in the Plan for Accelerated and Sustainable Development to End Poverty (PASDEP) [35]. And the forms of assistance to democratization process in the country include human rights and advocacy trainings, judicial sector reform and conflict mitigation, trainings to journalists, support to political parties and electoral assistance, support to the media, financial and capacity building support to the democratic institutions, and the like. Although insignificant, DIP assistance has achieved some outcomes. And the Democratic Institutions are by and large discharging their responsibilities thereby investigating and resolving human rights violations, corruption, and maladministration cases. For instance, in the first half of 2010 alone, the FEACC was able to retrieve 78,650 m² of land in Addis Ababa that individuals held without due process [35]. During the same period, the Commission retrieved and deposited into government’s treasury the sum of ETB 7,532,494 embezzled by individuals [35]. Basically, the Commission’s effort in fighting corruption has been supported by the promulgation of the Asset Registration Proclamation. In this regard, it is indicated in the Report that Prime Minister Meles Zenawi was the first to register his assets (is it public?) to give the necessary impetus for the implementation of the Proclamation [35]. The Report [35] further pointed out that the public awareness is enhanced through the establishment of regional branches, collaborations with civil society organizations. For instance, “EIO’s collaboration with Regional Grievance Centres, FEACC’s partnership with regional anti-corruption bodies, EHRC’s partnership with CSOs, and constituency outreach by the Parliament”. Regarding the achievements made by the National Electoral Board of Ethiopia (NEBE) in the May, 2010 parliamentary elections, it is stated that the Board mobilized and registered a total number of 31,926,520 - in contrast to 25,000,000 voters registered for the 2005 parliamentary elections - (15,252,240 (47.8%) female and 16,674,280 (52.2%) male) citizens to vote in the 2010 general elections. Out of this voter turnout, 29,832,190 (93.4%) casted their votes [35]. However, there are some basic challenges to DIP assistance. These include awareness problem (lack of knowledge and understanding, especially on issues of human rights and democracy both on the part of the Ethiopian people and implementing institutions); maladministration practices; financial deficits and technical and operational difficulties (like, for example, late disbursement and receipt of funds, delay in procurement, and delay in reports from the field) faced by the IPs, and so on [18,25]. Currently, such challenges for democratization drive seem to have been exacerbated by the emergence of dominant party system and the government’s heavy reliance on using the country’s resources (both human and material resources) for overall development activities, which appears to make democracy secondary. This has now become evident, especially in the government’s extensively stretched development agenda centered on the construction of Grand National Dam - Ethiopia’s Renaissance Dam, which is now underway. Aid coordination in Ethiopia is carried out by the Ministry of Finance and Economic Development (MoFED), particularly through its Department of Economic Cooperation [36]. Donor consultations on development cooperation matters are undertaken through the Development Assistance Group (DAG). This organization prepares and coordinates high-level consultations between the donors and the Ethiopian government and the biannual meetings of the Consultative Group for Ethiopia [36]. Aid planning and implementation is conducted in the context of “democratic decentralization” through which regional and local governments are mandated to prepare and implement, in accordance with general rules and regulations established by the federal government (through MoFED), their own development plans [18]. However, there are some critics that doubt the autonomy of regional and local governments as it appears that they are under a shadow of dangerous cloud or strict interventions from the central government [26]. As regards DIP’s role, implementation of the programme is carried out through an institutional mechanism called National Implementation Modality (NIM). This is “a standard modality developed in compliance with the UN General Assembly Resolution [47/199] of December 1992 on programme implementation in programme countries” [35]. Alongside the coordination and management of donor funds, the overall DIP financial management rests with UNDP (ibid). In fact, UNDP’s development assistance programmes are derivations of UNDAF and DIP [35]. “In accordance
The Role of Ideology in Shaping Foreign Aid in Ethiopia

The EPRDF’s ideology is built around the principle of “Revolutionary Democracy” - equivalent to democratic centralism - “which holds the idea that the party is both the engine of development and the forum for debate and democracy. (While) individual rights are subordinate to broader societal and governmental concern collective rights are privileged over individual ones” [24]. Critics do not appreciate this ideology claiming that it has failed so far and that it is hard to fuse revolution and democracy together [36]. For all practical reasons, the EPRDF is accused of being socialist-oriented since it gives much more weight to development than democratic ideals [31]. My concern here is whether the government is socialist, but it is to evaluate the extent to which the government gives emphasis to democracy vis-à-vis its position on the issue of development. Hussein [37], while seeing the debate in light of land property ownership, which is “one of the burning political issues” in the country, argues that “one should not be surprised with the government’s (the EPRDF regime’s) decision to maintain” the Derg regime’s “socialist-oriented public ownership policy” without taking into account “the predominantly agrarian nature of the Ethiopian society (and) the extent to which the mode of rural land tenure is a contentious political issue in contemporary history of the country”. However, the author does not accept the claim that the government is completely socialist-oriented. As a matter of fact, the regime cites Asian countries (notably South Korea and China) as models of development strength that can be achieved through state-center development paradigm. This is so in spite of its experiences in allowing, at least in principle, a democratic system - multi-partism, competitive democracy, and the like. So, the “inability of the regime” to meaningfully exercise democratic ideals has made it to be known with “democratic pretensions” than with real practices. Some consider “democratic centralism” as an ideology that favours “dictatorship, fusion between party and state, dominant party system, (and one that rejects) separation of powers, free and fair elections, rule of law, accountability and transparency, and independent institutions” [26]. The government, on its part, argues that democracy in Ethiopia is now maturing and people are enjoying their rights and freedoms (which were suppressed by the previous regimes, altogether), including the right to self-administration, freedom of religion, language, association, movement, the right to use and develop one’s own culture, the right to use one’s own property, and the like [25]. However, this welcome initiative has been overshadowed as the ruling party has given much more weight to development activities as a prerequisite to democracy, albeit not expressed officially. In fact, the EPRDF strongly maintains that democracy and development are complementary issues that cannot be separated [29]. Nevertheless, our research findings show contrary to the official claim. Because, given poverty as the country’s daunting challenge, the regime seems to be interested in poverty reduction more than giving, at least, equal importance to issues of human rights and democracy. A shiny example which can be mentioned here is the currently underway construction of Ethiopia’s Renaissance Dam. This all suggests that ideology affects, in one way or another, the flow and allocation of foreign aid. Despite the fact that it has accepted some elements of liberal prescriptions, the Ethiopian government has not fully accepted liberal democracy. In fact, the Ethiopian government is known to have been “caught in between democratizing the Ethiopian state and society and staying in power” [26]. Accordingly, ideological differences between the government and western donors might have altered the formulation and implementation of aid policy agendas in the country. As explained earlier, relations between the Ethiopian government and donors are overwhelmingly dominated by the former [18]. Donors have no any significant influence on the country. Two basic reasons can be pointed out for this. Firstly, since Ethiopia is independent historically, there is no any former colonial power that feels compelled to influence the country through various mechanisms. Secondly and, probably most importantly, Ethiopia is jealous of its sovereignty which has been historically defended from any external threat [18]. In conclusion, the Ethiopian government’s heavy reliance on development activities (which is a reflection of its ideology) and its very little attention to democracy coupled with donors’ reluctance to pressure the government to advance the cause of democracy and human rights in the country must have so far made democracy assistance to the country a futile business.

Lessons learnt

In spite of the fact that donors (especially DIP partners) are performing, more or less, a good job in giving a coordinated assistance to some governmentally established democratic institutions, such assistance is judged to have fallen short of providing formal support to other equally important or crucial democratic institutions, namely the media, civil society organizations, and opposition political parties. Ironically, “(t)he donor community is keen to promote voluntary institutions in the belief that the road to democracy lies not in revolutions and class struggle but in the active involvement of civil society in the political process” [38]. However, these irregularities have put donors under criticisms coming from different sources. In fact, one could not deny a very strong and active role played by civil societies and political parties in democratization process. For instance, on a publication of the Center for Democracy and Civil Society, Elone (n.d) stated that “(a)mong the many forces which contributed to the political liberalization of African nations, civil society formations played a pivotal role in dismantling authoritarian one-party rule and opening public space for wider political participation”. The same is also true for political parties, which have a central place in modern day democracy. As a matter of fact, political parties, NGOs and the media, operating in the country, are not allowed by the law of the land to seek any direct or indirect assistance from external sources [26,29]. The new CSOs law prevents NGOs from generating more than 10% of their income from external sources and from welcoming foreign citizens as their members [39]. For instance, the Charities
and Societies Proclamation No.621/2009, in its Article 2 (2), makes it explicit that "Charities or Societies that are formed under the laws of Ethiopia, all of whose members are Ethiopians, generate income from Ethiopia [39] wholly controlled by Ethiopians and receive not more than ten percent of their funds from external sources are referred to as 'Ethiopian Charities' or 'Ethiopian Societies'. However, Charities and Societies that are established by the Ethiopian laws, consist of members who reside in Ethiopia, and earn more than 10% of their income from external sources or from foreign donor agencies and countries are referred to as 'Ethiopian Residents Charities' or 'Ethiopian Residents Societies' (The Charities and Societies Proclamation No.621/2009, Article 2 (3)). Moreover, the CSOs law has put under strict scrutiny NGOs' constitutional right to freedom of association, movement, and expression and prohibits international NGOs from working in the areas including providing assistance to the poor, conflict resolution and peace building, democratization, human rights-related advocacy, gender and disabilities, among others [40]. The Ethiopian government, on its part, argues that the new "CSOs law addresses perceived inadequacies in the existing legal regime, promotes financial transparency and accountability, and provides 'proper' administration and regulation of civil society" [41]. As explained earlier, the anti-terrorism law, which is "too broad to the international standard" [20], is also criticized for deterring the activities of individuals, opposition political parties, and NGOs. Regarding opposition parties, critics argue that so many opposition political party officials, supporters, and members have been harassed or detained in the name of such "ambiguous law" [26,29]. In fact, in June 2011, the Ethiopian Parliament employed it to designate five dissident groups (that are not legally accepted by the government) - namely OLF, ONLF, Ginbot-7, al-Qaeda, and al-Shabaab as terrorist organizations [28]. Moreover, the contribution of press freedom, which has a critical role in fostering democracy, has also become very questionable. Recently, so many newspapers and magazines are closed and many journalists are also prevented from their activities (even some of them are now serving prison sentences) [26,29]. All this suggests that NGOs, opposition political parties, and the media (which are supposed to have a dominant role in democratization process) are currently very weak mainly because of stiff pressures from the government. Under such a painful environment, it is hard to expect that external assistance may function well in an aid-recipient country, including Ethiopia.

Basically, assistance to political parties and NGOs (which mainly goes through the NEBE), in consolidating democratization, is general during elections, especially during parliamentary elections [26,29,31]. Of course, electoral assistance to political parties has not always been without problems. For instance, this assistance has always been running the risk of "discrimination and mismanagement" that make opposition political parties to have a very little share on it [26]. The other problem is that the assistance allocation criterion has been based on parliamentary seats, now virtually totally controlled by the ruling party. This has enabled the ruling party to take the largest share of the aid money in the absence of the opposition parties in the parliament, even though this is not good for a country where there are so diverse societies with their different interests that need to be reflected and protected by different political parties [26]. On the contrary, some argue that any external assistance that is given to the political parties through the Board has been impartial or nondiscriminatory [25]. In addition to the above mentioned allegations that electoral assistance is largely used by the ruling party for its own political manipulations, the government is also criticized for using all kinds of unlawful actions against its people before, during, and after elections (these include pressures on opposition candidates, intimidation and harassment of voters, manipulation of the counting and reporting of election results and the like) [42]. In spite of being criticized for being "one-sided" and "reluctant to intervene to end discrimination against opposition candidates", the Election Board is appreciated for its "commendable logistical achievement (in election times), given the transport problems and (harmful) condition of many roads" [43-50]. Noticeably, the size of international election observers and monitors (who usually come to Ethiopia to observe and judge elections against international best practice) is too frustrating because the ratio is usually about 300 observers to 43,000 polling stations [51-60]. Their number is, of course, too few to cover such numerous polling stations. Furthermore, internal election officers and monitors are criticized of being "hand-picked cadres" of the ruling regime [61-70]. If elections are conducted under this set of circumstances, they cannot be free, fair, and constitutional and this may contribute to making democracy assistance a futile exercise.

Conclusion
Development assistance has had wider implications in the dynamics of the social, economic, and political systems of the Ethiopian state and society. This article indicates that the aid regime in Ethiopia has been impacted by issues of ideology, national interest, sovereignty, weak rules and laws, corruption, and weak mechanisms that govern relations between the Ethiopian government and donors [71-80]. This has emerged out of some compelling factors. For one thing, there is no any former colonial power that feels compelled to profoundly influence the country. In addition, donors do not seem to be keen to conduct their activities keeping their promises. Instead, their priority is to pursue their real intentions (soaked in their foreign policy objectives) that emanate essentially from issues of national interest, security, and geopolitics. That is why their responses to allegations of human rights violations in the country have remained muted and disappointing. Secondly, Ethiopia, being historically an independent state, has been jealous of its sovereignty, and this has become inconsistent with donors’ multiple interests. What is more, the incumbent regime does not appear to be really committed to the cause of democracy, freedom, human rights, and good governance. Many critics contend that using state property for political manipulations and staying in power underscores the will and whim of the EPRDF-led government [81-88]. The corollary of this is obvious. It breeds undemocratic system, weak rules and laws, corruption and instability. Most importantly, it paralyzes relations between the Ethiopian government and the donor community. Against this backdrop, however, an institutionalized form of democracy assistance, currently provided by the Democratic Institutions Programme (DIP) to some governmentalized institutions, underscores the evolving face of democracy assistance in Ethiopia, albeit criticized by some for favouring governmental institutions at the cost of non-governmental organizations.

Endnotes
1Some of the areas of democracy assistance include "i) elections and electoral processes; ii) political parties; iii) judicial reform; iv) civil society; and v) the media" (Rakner et al.).
2"Aid dependence" is a term used to refer to "a situation in which a country cannot perform many of the core functions of government, such as operations and maintenance, or the delivery of basic public services, without foreign aid funding and expertise" (Brautigam, 2000: 2).
3Some are doubtful whether Scientific Socialism or Marxism-Leninism was truly practiced in Ethiopia during the military regime. It is, instead, argued that the regime’s ideology should be better referred to as “Mengistu’s Socialism” (Mushe Semu, 2013, personal communication).
4In fact, the rank of countries fluctuates overtime depending on their level of development and the proliferation of new states, such as Ukraine, Republic of South

Sudan, and the like. For instance, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), in its 2011 Human Development Report, put Ethiopia (which was 17th out of 182 countries in 2007) ranking 174th out of 187 countries.

The Democratic Institutions Programme (DIP), a consortium of bilateral and multilateral donors started in 2006, is a five-year program coordinated by the UNDP with an objective of supporting key democratic institutions that play a role in strengthening institutional frameworks of democratic governance (DAG, nd).

In this regard, the USAID is a major donor partner concerned with improving, in collaboration with the Ministry of Justice, the judicial sector by providing trainings for federal and regional courts and police officials in the context of international and national human rights law and institutional administrative regulations and helping mitigate conflicts in different areas, like Somali, SNNP, Oromia, in different Universities and other areas (Awetu, 2013, personal communication).

The Development Assistance Group-Ethiopia (DAG-Ethiopia) “is a permanent body established in 2001 through which donor agencies keep each other informed about their programmes and discuss both policy and implementation problems with Government officials. The DAG membership includes over 30 bilateral and multilateral development cooperation agencies, including United Nations agencies” (UNDP, 2006: n.p).

The Federal Constitution, under its article 39 (1), clearly stipulates that “Every Nation, Nationality, and People in Ethiopia has an unconditional right to self-determination, including the right to secession”. However, this provision has been a grand cause for disagreements between the government and opposition groups in that while the former firmly maintains the belief that the provision enables every Ethiopian nation the right to self-rule or self-government as a precondition to ensure national unity in the country, the latter are pessimistic about the overall relevance of the provision and are, therefore, afraid of its contribution to eventual disintegration of the country.

In an interview with Hajl, I was told that NGOs are not allowed to receive external assistance because of lack of capacity and fear of mismanagement (especially corruption).
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